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The New Mexican Response to the
End of the Second World War
Ferenc M. Szasz and George E. Webb

T

he end ofthe Second World War conjures up various images in the minds
of most Americans. The iconic Life magazine photograph of the revelers

in Times Square shortly after the announcement of the Japanese surrender
surely ranks among the best-known scenes from the summer of 1945, but other
images are equally powerful. Chief among these photos are those that revealed
the destruction caused by the two atomic bombs dropped on Hiroshima and
Nagasaki. Although the abrupt surrender of Japan encouraged a positive response to the new weapon, almost every thinking person of the day recognized
the implications. In his CBS radio broadcast of 12 August, noted commentator
Edward R. Murrow captured much of this mood: "Seldom, if ever, has a war
ended leaving the victors with such a sense of uncertainty and fear, with such a
realization that the future is obscure and that survival is not assured."]
Since New Mexicans had participated in every aspect of the war effort,
including Pearl Harbor, the California shipyards, and D-Day, they naturally
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reflected much of this national mood. The state's reaction to the end of
hostilities, however, was also framed by two unique local conditions: the
intense suffering of the New Mexico National Guard (federalized as the
200th Coast Artillery), which had been captured in April 1942 during
the fall of Bataan, and the abrupt lifting of the secrecy that surrounded the
existence of the atomic city Los Alamos and the first test of an atomic weapon
at Trinity Site on 16 July 1945.

In 1940 New Mexico layover one thousand miles west from the main
corridors of American power. Although the fourth largest state in terms of
territory, New Mexico contained slightly over half a million citizens. Its
premier city, Albuquerque, had only a population of 35,378. Railroad transportation appeared adequate but outside the main thoroughfares, such as

u.s.

Route 66, the roads quickly degenerated into dirt tracks. The Work

Projects Administration (WPA) guide to New Mexico, published in 1940,
provided tourists with routes to only the "most accessible places." The guidebook also noted that the state's varied subregions were dominated by three
distinct ethnic groups-Hispanic, Anglo, and Native American-which
tended to have only minimal contact with each other. 2 The Japanese surprise attack on Pearl Harbor, however, altered this situation overnight. Although the state's regional and ethnic distinctions never dissolved, the war
years forged a level of national commitment that transcended many traditional divisions.
For a sparsely populated, nonindustrialized U.S. western state, New
Mexico contributed heavily to the outcome of the Second World War.
Among its fifty federal installations, New Mexico harbored a glider training
school at Fort Sumner; a bombardier training program at Carlsbad; and
prisoner-of-war (POW) camps in Lordsburg, Roswell, and Santa Fe. New
Mexico also ranked as a leader in everyone of the national war-bond drives.
More significantly New Mexico lost more servicemen in proportion to its
population than any other state in the union.)
This heavy loss of life can largely be traced to the activation of the state
National Guard in January 1941 for deployment to the Philippine Islands as
the 200th Coast Artillery. Composed of men from all regions and ethnic groups,
the 2ooth-a later splinter group was termed the 515th Coast Artilleryfought valiantly for four months against Japanese invaders. Malaria, starvation, and lack of ammunition eventually forced Maj. Gen. Edward P. King
to surrender his men to Lt. Gen. Masaharu Homma on 19 April 1942. Afterward, the majority of captives faced a brutal eighty-fIve-mile trek, later named
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AMERICAN PRISONERS AFTER THE FALL OF BATAAN IN EARLY 1942

Japa nese

ph oto captu red by U. S. troops. (Photograph courtesy Ferenc

M. Szasz Collection)

the "Bataan Death March," to POW camps O'Donnell and Cabanatuan.
For the next three-and-a-half years, these men suffered as prisoners of war
under the most horrific conditions. Only half of the approximately eighteen
hundred New Mexicans who served in the 200th Coast Artillery returned
alive. 4
Equally agonizing the families at home received almost no word on the
soldiers' condition or whereabouts for approximately two years. In late January 1944, the U.S. Army and U.S. Navy jointly released a firsthand account
written by Lt. Col. William E. Dyess, who had participated in the death march,
witnessed the brutal conditions of the Japanese POW camps, and escaped
to tell the taleS As Dyess phrased it: "If you triple my troubles and multiply
the result by several thousand, you'll get a rough idea of what went on. And
when you do that you must bear in mind that I got out alive. Thousands of

I_/"~

CORREGlDOR BARRACKS LOOKING TOWARD BATAAN

Of the approximately two thousand members of New Mexico's federalized National Guard, only about half
returned after the war. (Photograph courtesy Ferenc M. Szasz Collection)
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the boys didn't-and won't."6The Dyess report became headline news across
New Mexico, and the widespread shock and bitterness approached, and
perhaps surpassed, the indignation that had followed the attack on Pearl
HarborJ As New Mexico Magazine grimly noted, all people could do was
wait and hope. s
The second most significant New Mexico war connection was revealed
on 6 August 1945. Beginning in 1943, the mesas northwest of Santa Fe harbored the most closely guarded secret of the entire war: the Los Alamos
Scientific Laboratory or Site Y, as it was then termed. The goal of the scientists and engineers at Site Y- to beat the Germans to the secret of constructing atomic weapons-proved to be both simple and complex. American
officials realized the nation that developed the atomic bomb first would not
only win the war but also would dominate international affairs for the foreseeable future. 9
IfJapanese policy and ineptitude obscured the fate of the men who served
with the 200th for almost two years, the U.S. government deliberately concealed the story of Los Alamos for the duration of the war. Indeed, government rules produced the strictest censorship ever imposed on state
newspapers. "The taboo on the mention of Los Alamos," wrote one Santa
Fe New Mexican reporter on 6 August 1945, "was final, complete, and until
today, irrevocable and not susceptible to any exceptions whatsoever."10 One
editor received a severe reprimand for simply noting that there were "a lot
of scientists in town."11 Still, rumors flew widely and after the formal announcement many locals claimed to have known the truth all along.
Given this level of commitment, New Mexicans listened to their radios
and read their newspapers with intensity throughout the conflict, waiting
anxiously for the end of hostilities. After almost four years of vicious fighting, the end of the war arrived in two installments. Although historian Martin Gilbert has argued that "there was no single day on which the Second
World War ended, not even on the battlefield," the Germans surrendered
on 7 May, and Pres. Harry S Truman officially declared 8 May 1945 as Victory in Europe (V-E) Day.12 Shortly after Truman's proclamation, over two
hundred thousand people gathered in Times Square for a spontaneous celebration. Broadway ceremoniously turned on all its lights, and the Statue of
Liberty became fully lighted for the first time since Pearl HarborY On that
momentous day, Truman read his V-E Day proclamation to the nation while
simultaneously urging listeners to "work, work, work," because "much re,
mains to be done." Truman also designated the upcoming Sunday, 13 May,
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as a day of prayer, combining thanks for the victory and dedication to the
memory of those who had been 10st. 14
The celebration of V-E Day in the eastern section of the nation proved
joyous but subdued. By chance the Sunday chosen for the national commemoration overlapped with Mother's Day. That coincidence and the ongoing war in the Pacific together produced a day filled with mixed emotions.

In New York, R. Samuel M. Segal spoke of the renewed hope for the liberation of all mankind while Abp. Francis J. Spellman presided over a solemn
Mass at St. Patrick's Cathedral that drew a crowd of thirty-five hundred.
About five hundred people, including representatives from many British
organizations, attended services at St. Mark's Episcopal Church in New
York as welL"
The celebration ofV-E Day proved even more restrained in New Mexico,
where the orientation perhaps lay more toward the Pacific than the Atlc1I1tic. Although the state's Protestants, Catholics, and Jews all held services,
Gov. John J. Dempsey did not shut down the capitol building. Everywhere
one heard the sentiment that the task was only "half done." Dempsey also
requested that V-E Day be commemorated as a day of patriotic and religious observance "rather than a day of merry-making." He did not want V-E
Day to become "V-Spree" day. As the editor of the Santa Fe New l\!lexican
phrased it, "We can be grateful, but we cannot be ecstatic."I" Meanwhile,
the men at Kirtland Field (now Kirtland Air Force Base) in Albuquerque
were informed that their next goal was Tokyo 17
During the summer of 1944, Allied troops had captured the island ofTinian
in the Marianas, and the hastily erected airfields provided a base from which
a seemingly endless array of B-29s, a heavy bomber used during and after
World War II, could bombard Japanese cities from the air. Yet, the Japanese
showed no sign of surrender. The agony of the conflict in the Pacific reached
New Mexicans again on 18Apri11945, when beloved reporter Ernie Pyle, who
lived in Albuquerque and had voiced premonitions that he might not return
from his latest assignment, died from a sniper's bullet on the small island ofIe
Shima. ls Although clear to everyone that the war was winding down. no one
could predict precisely where and how it might end.
Then came Truman's announcement of 6 August 1945. Truman released
a prepared statement from the deck of the USS Augusta, a heavy cruiser
conveying him back from the Allied conference in Potsdam, Germany, stating that the U.S. Army Air Force had dropped a new weapon on Japan
equivalent to over twenty thousand tons of TNT. "It's an atomic bomb," the
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ERNIE PYLE COMMEMORATIVE STAMP

Perhaps New Mexico's most famous resident at the time of his death
in 1945, war correspondent Ernie Pyle was honored with a
commemorative stamp in 1971. (Courtesy Ferenc M. Szasz Collection)

ERNIE PYLE'S HOME IN ALBUQUERQUE

The Ernie Pyle home in Albuquerque, built in 1940, has been a
branch of the city library since 1947. (Courtesy Ferenc M. Szasz

Collection)
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president said. "It is a harnessing of the basic power of the universe. The
force from which the sun draws its power has been loosed against those who
brought war to the Far East."'9 Three days later an official, albeit oblique,
news release told of a second atomic bomb dropped with equal devastation
on the city of Nagasaki. This event occurred on the same day that Soviet
armies invaded Japan from the north. In addition, before, during, and after
the atomic bombings, Allied B-29s dropped tons of pamphlets and ordnance
over Japanese home islands. Finally, following a bitter, internal cabinet
struggle, Emperor Hirohito ordered Japan to surrender on 14 August 1945.
Beginning with his revelation of the atomic bomb on 6 August, Truman
released a barrage of earth-shattering official statements. At a hastily called
White House news conference at seven o'clock in the evening on Tuesday,
14 August 1945, Truman announced that the Japanese government had officially accepted the terms of surrender and the Allied armed forces had immediately suspended all offensive actions. The reporters burst into applause
before they raced out to inform the rest of the world. zO Simultaneously,

GEN. DOUGLAS MACARTHUR SIGNS THE PEACE TREATY WITH JAPAN
ABOARD THE USS MISSOURI

(Photograph courtesy Ferenc M. Szasz Collection)
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SOLDIERS, SAILORS, AND OFFICIALS ON THE USS MISSOURI WATCH THE
SURRENDER PROCEEDINGS

(Photograph courtesy Ferenc M. Szasz Collection)
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Truman also granted all federal employees a two-day paid holiday, jesting
that he made it two days because workers did not get a chance to celebrate
the surrender of Germany on 7 May. The following day, he extended congratulations to the Jewish community on Rosh Hashanah, solemnly noting,
"The enemies of civilization who would have destroyed completely all freedom of religion have been defeated."21 Truman also designated the forthcoming Sunday, 19 August, as a National Day of Prayer. Requesting that
Americans of all faiths dedicate that day to the memory of those who had
lost their lives in the conflict, the president urged the nation "to unite in
offering their thanks to God for the victory we have won, and in praying that
He will support and guide us into the paths of peace." Thus, 19 August 1945
emerged as the nation's first Sunday of peace for almost four years. 22
Truman's major official announcements forged the boundaries of New
Mexico's response to the end of the Second World War. The revelation on
6 August of the atomic bomb and Los Alamos-followed by numerous additional comments over the next several months- began the process by which
New Mexicans tried to comprehend the new and terrible weapons that their
city of Los Alamos had helped introduce to the world. The proclamation on

14 August set off a paroxysm of wild celebration that lasted for several days.
Finally, the request for a day of prayer and remembrance on 16 August acknowledged the terrible suffering that the state had endured.

The Celebration
Americans all across the land reacted to Truman's statement of the Japanese surrender on 14 August with unabashed joy. In Los Angeles, college
students lit a gigantic bonfire and started an impromptu "shirt-tail" parade
where people danced while holding the shirts of those in front of them. A
stream of automobiles, with horns blaring, clogged the hearts of downtown
Denver and Minneapolis. Salt Lake City responded in like manner, only
slightly diminished by a sudden downpour. In Nashville citizens organized
a gigantic square dance in the heart of downtown. 21 The most extreme response occurred in San Francisco, where the celebration erupted into a
three-day riot. Before it finished, looters had shattered almost every plateglass window on lower Market Street. The crowd smashed cars, molested
women, and injured over six hundred people before a combination of city
police and Navy shore patrol could bring them under control. The melee
claimed twelve lives. 24
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New Mexicans reacted to Truman's announcement with equal joy but
with much more self-control. In fact when the official news of the Japanese
surrender arrived in Albuquerque around five o'clock in the evening on 14
August, the city seemed momentarily stunned. Nothing happened for about
five minutes. Then people began to honk horns, shred confetti, and surge
through the downtown streets. Servicemen led the celebration by kissing all
the girls they could find. In a turnaround, one woman leaped from her car
on Central Avenue and passionately kissed the policeman directing traffic.
"I've always wanted to kiss a cop," she said as she drove off. 25 Most restaurants and bars closed down, but in those that remained open, patrons knocked
over tables and eagerly kissed one another. 26 By previous arrangement, the
commander of Kirtland Field confined all military personnel to the base.
From Farmington to Las Cruces and from Gallup to Clovis, New Mexicans reacted with similar joyous abandon. Impromptu auto parades with
blaring horns echoed across the state. In Hobbs a traffic jam clogged the
downtown streets. So many people sought food at the town's lone open restaurant that it reminded a reporter of aNew York subway rush hour. Eastern
New Mexicans joined scores of house parties and when they left, they honked
their horns "like the wail of a banshee."27
Similar reckless abandon swept through Las Cruces, only slightly dampened by a welcome two-inch cloudburst. The joy was almost palpable. As
one Las Cruces reporter observed, the spirit of 4 August proved a far cry
from the restrained celebration that had accompanied the announcement
ofV-E Day on 8 May. He noted it was as different "as Johnson.grass is from
alfalfa."28 In Lordsburg "pandemonium" reigned, creating a din of bells, car
horns, and regular blasts from the locomotives stationed in the railroad yards.
The citizens of Farmington organized an ad hoc street dance where"everyone went wild with joy."29
Various state and local officials added their pronouncements to the gala.
Governor Dempsey proclaimed 15 August as "Victory Day" and the start of
a two-day holiday. He requested that all state bars close from seven o'clock
in the evening on 14 August to seven o'clock in the evening the next day and
also urged citizens to display the American flag from public and private
buildings. Newly appointed University of New Mexico president John P.
Winette shut down the school for two days as well. The president of the
Chamber of Commerce in Clovis called the day "the great moment we
have been waiting for," while the mayor of Roswell urged everyone to assist
returning servicemen to find their rightful place in their communities.3°
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Four years of bitter antagonism against the Axis powers, however, could
not be turned off like a switch. In several areas of the state, the untrammeled joy remained laced with intense hatred. The previous month, the
New Mexico War Prison Bureau had reported that of the 1,800 men from
the 200th (mostly New Mexicans) 366 had died, 22 were missing, and 822
remained prisoners of war, probably on the horne islands of Japan. 31 New
Mexico in 1945 was a small place. Few families did not know sorneone in
the 200th or share links to families of the state's 8,377 casualties. Local newspapers reflected this anxiety. Many official publications from southern New
Mexico, such as the Artesia Advocate, carried the phrase "Remember Pearl
Harbor and Bataan" on their mastheads. Similarly, three days after Truman's
announcement, the editor of the Deming Headlight grimly observed that in
terms of heartbreak, "no town knows better than Deming." He urged his
readers never to forget the name of Bataan. 32
Elsewhere in the state, the continuing hostility toward the Axis powers
took on various forms. In Socorro people gathered in the plaza for an organized flag burning. A returned soldier contributed his captured German

LUNA COUNTY COURTHOUSE, DEMING, NEW MEXICO

The town of Deming, headquarters of the 200th Coast Artillery,
suffered terri'ble losses from the fall of Bataan in 1942. (Courtesy
Ferenc M. Szasz Collection)
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flag. Since the city had no Japanese counterpart, local women made one just
for the occasion. 33 In Farmington the scorn for Japan took on a more superficial form. The San Juan Drug Store displayed a sign that read "Closed on
acct. of Hirotah's [sic] sickness" beneath which someone wrote "Got Atomic
Ache." Another business declared itself closed "because Hirihito [sic] has now
become an Atomic Bum."34 Perhaps the bitterest comments came from the
ex-POWs who had only recently been liberated from Japanese prison camps.
Those who made it home safely credited the continued support oftheir fellow
New Mexican captives for their survival. One such survivor claimed that the
200th and 515th lost fewer men proportionally than other units because ofthe
intense bond among them. 35 Ex-POWs were convinced that ifthe Allied armies
had been forced to invade the Japanese home islands, all POWs would have
been executed. 36 Reflecting this intensity of emotion, ex-POW Joe Chavez
told the Santa Fe New Mexican that the United States should "kill every last
one of them."37 Indeed, over sixty years later, the legacy of the New Mexico
Bataan experience still echoes throughout the state. Santa Fe contains a Bataan
government building, Taos hosts a Bataan Recreational Center, and Albuquerque houses a Bataan Memorial Park. Other impressive monuments may
be found in Las Cruces, Deming, and elsewhere.

REMEMBER PEARL HARBOR AND BATAAN CACHET

This motto could be found on many southern New Mexico
newspaper mastheads during the war. (Courtesy Ferenc M. Szasz
Collection)
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In a scene that cries out for a novelist, several of the New Mexican paws
actually witnessed firsthand the dropping of the atomic bomb. As would be
discovered later, about fifty survivors from the fall of Bataan had been transferred to a Japanese prison camp located near the mouth of Nagasaki Harbor.
Ironically, these men experienced the power of the Nagasaki weapon from
the victim's perspective. Benny J. Daugherty ofAlamogordo and Robert Dunlap
of Carlsbad each watched the rise of the mushroom cloud in total amazement. Charles Iskra of Gallup described it as a white cloud "full of flames."
Capt. John Farley, a Raton dentist, recalled it as "a tall white cloud like a
pillar about four or five thousand feet high. Inside it was brown and churning."38 The blast destroyed most of the Nagasaki camp where Farley and other
paws were being held; a few lost their lives because of the explosion.

The National Day of Prayer and Remembrance
Neither the nation nor the state of New Mexico greeted Truman's announcement of the war's end with wild abandonment alone. The president's request that all Americans gather on Sunday, 19 August to acknowledge a day
of prayer and remembrance for those who had fallen also struck a deep
chord. In fact one observer from Hobbs had noted that the president's announcement on 14 August of Japan's surrender marked a "Day of Atonement" for the state because the event was so closely linked to the lost men
of the 2ooth. Simultaneously, the Hobbs News-Sun printed a poignant letter
from an unnamed subscriber living in Eunice, New Mexico, who had lost
his son in Germany and frankly admitted that he had nothing to celebrate. l9
New Mexico's response to the call for a day of prayer and remembrance
was, of course, part of a global recognition of the more somber aspects surrounding the end of the war. This acknowledgment was clearly evident in
the actions of the two major English-speaking allies. On Sunday, 19 August,
Americans and Britons around the world responded to Truman's request.
When daybreak arrived on the island of Guam, Catholics, Jews, and Protestants gathered in separate groups for services along the mile-long runway
from which heavily loaded B-29s had lifted off for their seemingly endless
bombing raids over Japan. Some of the Catholic services were led by New
York archbishop Spellman, who had flown to Guam as the invited guest of
Adm. Chester W. Nimitz. 40 On the other side of the globe, King George VI
and Queen Elizabeth, flanked by their two young daughters princesses Elizabeth and Margaret, moved in stately procession through a cheering Lon-
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don crowd to attend a packed victory service at St. Paul's Cathedral. Meanwhile in hundreds of English, Welsh, Scottish, and Ulster villages, parishioners made their way to more modest churches and chapels. In their messages
that day, the Protestant, Catholic, and Jewish leaders of Britain all voiced
the same themes: thanksgiving for the end of the fighting and intense concern over the potential future of the fissioned atom.
In Washington, D.C., the president and first lady held a special service
for two hundred people-including the aged widow of former president
Woodrow Wilson-in the East Room of the White House. The Chief of the
Chaplains for the U.S. Army and Navy presided, and a hastily assembled
choir interspersed verses of "America the Beautiful" with popular hymns.
Reporters noted that Truman joined in the litany for all these blessings:
"We Thank Thee, 0 God."
In the nation's largest city, New York, the religious services flowed in both
ecumenical and parallel streams. A rabbi, priest, and minister celebrated a
joint service that radio station WNEW broadcast live. Jews of course do not
usually convene on Sundays, but over three hundred faithful heard Kaddish
at one city synagogue while about two thousand people attended services at
the impressive Temple Emanu-El. In Chicago, over one hundred Reform
and Conservative congregations gathered for the same purpose. Officials at
St. Patrick's Cathedral in New York estimated that twenty thousand people
worshipped at six Low Masses, while about four thousand individuals gathered for a solemn Mass of Thanksgiving later in the day. This service was
celebrated by Msgr. Joseph F. Flannelly, the administrator of the cathedral,
who urged the United States to assume the moral leadership of the world.
About three thousand people, including various British dignitaries, attended
services at the Episcopal Cathedral ofSt. John the Divine. 41
New Mexican churches and synagogues responded in kind. In fact many
had let it be known earlier that they would hold special services as soon as
the war officially ended. Abp. Edwin V. Byrne of Santa Fe promised a Mass
of Thanksgiving for that time, and the capital city's Protestants announced
a special seven-thirty service whenever the surrender became official, which
occurred late Tuesday.42 At eight o'clock the next morning, the Catholic
bishop of Gallup conducted a pontifical Mass. Episcopalians in Gallup and
Farmington held special services at ten thirty that day as well. In Roswell
the local Ministerial Association organized a spontaneous citywide service
of worship and thanksgiving at the junior high for 15 August, complete with
scripture readings, hymns, prayers, and appropriate speeches. 43
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At Harry S Truman's request, Protestants, Catholics, and Jews across
the nation held services on Sunday, 19 August 1945, to acknowledge a
day of prayer and remembrance for those lost in the war.

Facing page, top FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH, ROSWELL,
NEW MEXICO (Courtesy Ferenc M. Szasz Collection)
Facing page, bottom CHURCH OF SAN FELIPE DE NERI,
"ALBUQUERQUE (Courtesy Ferenc M. Szasz Collection)
This page CONGREGATION ALBERT, ALBUQUERQUE (Photograph
courtesy Israel C. Carmel Archive at Congregation Albert)
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In a dramatic ecumenical gesture that illustrated the blending of wartime church-state lines, army searchlights illuminated the towering Christ
the King statue that stood on Mount Cristo Rey south ofEl Paso, Texas, on
the U.S.-Mexico border. On Thursday, as reported in the Clovis News-

Journal, a large crowd of the faithful made a Victory in Japan (V-I) Day
pilgrimage there. 44
Like most Americans, the people ofAlbuquerque filed into local churches
and synagogues that Sunday with mixed emotions, which were made especially poignant by the painful memory of the 200th and the revelation of
Los Alamos's role in bringing the war to an end. They heard sermons that
thanked God for the victory and offered various programs to insure the peace.
A prominent Baptist minister spoke of building for the future, while the
pastor of the Congregational Church emphasized the legacy of the past.
The minister of the Disciples of Christ predicted that a spiritual awakening
would soon sweep the nation. Parishioners at St. John's Methodist Church
listened to a rendition of Mozart's Gloria, while the United Brethren sat
through a lengthy silent prayer of thanksgiving. About one thousand people
gathered at Sacred Heart Cathedral for solemn High Mass, while the rabbi
of B'nai Israel called on his congregation to contemplate the meaning of
the momentous events of the last week. An Albuquerque Tribune reporter
remarked on the deep feeling of thanksgiving and solemn joy that pervaded
the city that Sunday: "Everywhere here the hopes and prayers and yearnings were the same, in vaulted cathedrals and country chapels in the outlying districts."45 Like the unrestrained elation of Tuesday through Saturday,
this solemnity reached across the entire state. In Las Cruces, the priest of
St. James Episcopal Church gave a sermon on prayer and thanksgiving,
while the pastor at St. Paul's Methodist Church spoke on "Bringing Our
World Together."46 Newspapers in Hobbs and Roswell specifically urged all
church members to ask nonmembers to accompany them on this special
day. The Methodists of Lordsburg reported an overwhelming attendanceY
The state's ethnic diversity was also evident among the responses to the
war's end. By chance the famed Inter-Tribal Indian Ceremonial held annually in Gallup had been scheduled for that same weekend. Natives from
across the land had been drifting into the city since the previous Monday.
When news of Japan's surrender arrived on Tuesday, several of the tribes
gathered on the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway platform for a series of spontaneous victory dances. These drew large crowds and lasted well
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into the night. Since the end of the war also meant an immediate end to
gasoline rationing, numerous Indians and others who had not planned to
attend the festival quickly changed their minds. Gallup motels could not
accommodate everyone, and some had to sleep in cars or on various lawns.
Atthe ceremony, several Indian nations, including the Hopis, Navajos, Zunis,
Lagunas, Cheyennes, Arapahoes, and Kiowas, performed victory dances,
which received enthusiastic applause and calls for encores. 48
Ironically, the crucial role played by the Navajo Code Talkers and their
unbreakable code-arguably the state's third most vital contribution to the
Allied war effort-was not celebrated at the Gallup Inter-Tribal Indian Ceremonial in 1945. As the U.S. military hoped to utilize the code in future
conflicts, they stamped it "top secret" and instructed the returning Navajo
soldiers to say nothing. The government did not release the Navajo Code
Talker story until 1968.49 Two years later, the Navajo Code Talkers held
their first public reunion, but by then many of the four hundred servicemen
had passed on. Only in the years after the disclosure in 1968 did the Navajo
Code Talkers receive their much-deserved national recognition.
Thus, Native Americans, Protestants, Catholics, and Jews gathered either
separately or together sporadically during the week and officially on Sunday,

NAVAJO RECRUITS BEING SWORN INTO U.S. MARINES, 5 OCTOBER 1942
Maj. Frank Shannon, recruiting officer, swears in the recruits. Sgt.

John Benally stands to the left. Recruits who passed training camp
served as Navajo Code Talkers in the 3d Marine Division, Platoon
920.

(Photographed by Milton Snow, Courtesy Navajo Nation

Museum, Window Rock, Arizona, N07-43)
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19 August to praise God for the Allied victory and mourn the painful losses. As
an Associated Press reporter observed, the national sentiment could be summarized in a single phrase: "Thank God, thank God-it's over at last."50
The Awareness of the Atomic Age
The most complex response of New Mexicans to the end of the Second
World War focused on their efforts to comprehend the ultimate meaning of
the atomic bomb. Unlike the V-J Day celebration and day of prayer and
remembrance, this response could not be limited to a single week in August. As the story emerged over the months following the announcement
on 6 August of the bomb, New Mexicans gradually began to realize what
Los Alamos, and the state, had helped to create. 51 The unfolding stories in
the Santa Fe New Mexican and the Albuquerque Journal reveal this theme
in dramatic fashion, providing yet another indication of the state's unique
response to the end of the Second World War. 52
Although headlines throughout the nation on 6 and 7 August disclosed
that an atomic bomb had been dropped on Japan, local media stressed equally
the role played by the nearby Manhattan Project facility. "Los Alamos Secret Disclosed by Truman," announced the Santa Fe New Mexican; "Deadliest Weapons in World's History Made in Santa Fe Vicinity," it continuedY
The specific details of the work performed at Los Alamos remained vague
for both technical and security reasons, but the local press nonetheless
emphasized the importance of the nearby installation. In his initial discussion of the bomb, the Albuquerque Journal's editor noted that the state had
'played a part in the development of "one of the greatest scientific advances
in history" and related the news "that a project near Santa Fe is one of three
where the work has been carried on, so secretly that most of the employees
did not know the character of it." 54
Local pride formed a common theme in media coverage. On 7 August,
the Albuquerque Journal published an article discussing the previous night's
NBC radio broadcast that included a five-minute spot produced by local
station KOB. "Some of the nation's spotlight over disclosure of the atomic
bomb reflected on Albuquerque Monday night," the article announced,
describing how the broadcast focused on local reaction to the news. The
Santa Fe New Mexican, however, expressed outrage at the broadcast the
following day in Will Harrison's "At the Capitol" column. The KOB script,
Harrison complained, made it sound as though Los Alamos was next door
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to Albuquerque. Any accurate discussion would stress that the laboratory
was much closer to Santa Fe than to Albuquerque. "Without consideration
of civic pride," Harrison opined, "it may be said that the presentation was
stupid. To national audiences Santa Fe is better known than Albuquerque.
. . . The broadcast sounded like a chamber of commerce script written for a
50-watt station."55
The announcement of the atomic bomb also provided opportunity for
local media to discuss the secrecy th~t had surrounded Los Alamos. Rumors
had long circulated about the function of the secret installation, as indicated by a front-page story in the Santa Fe New Mexican by local writer
William McNulty. Underscoring the secrecy involved in the project,
McNulty listed the rumors that he had heard during the past two years. Los
Alamos, some suggested, was engaged in research concerning gas warfare,

LOS ALAMOS TECHNICAL AREA

This photo was taken after the war, but the area was essentially the
same as in the years from 1943 to 1945. (Photograph courtesy Los

Alamos National Laboratory)
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rockets, jet propulsion, or "death rays" of an indeterminate type. A recent
rumor proclaimed that scientists on "the hill" were making windshield wipers for submarines. Even more bizarre was a comment McNulty swore he
heard in 1944 during the presidential election campaign: Los Alamos was
serving as a "Republican internment camp."56
Among the many items of interest surrounding the announcement of
the atomic bomb were the personalities involved in the Manhattan Project.
State coverage augmented wire-service reports ofsuch figures as Gen. Leslie
R. Groves and scientist J. Robert Oppenheimer, but often local C0I111ections were stressed. On 9 August, for example, the Santa Fe New Mexican
examined the impact of the atomic bomb on several Los Alamos scientists
under the headline "Atomic Bomb Sobers Los Alamos Scientists." Accompanied by a photograph of Oppenheimer, the extensive story focused on the
responses of Emilio Segre, Enrico Fermi, and Bruno Rossi, who were described as "emotionally shaken by the results of their laboL" Biographical
sketches of these three scientists provided readers with an understanding of
the international aspect of the Manhattan Project, but the emphasis of the
article remained the scientists' reaction to their creation. "Their statements
suggested that possibly, like Frankenstein, they had created a monster," the
Santa Fe New Mexican announced, but they hoped "that their creation
would serve mankind."57
The press immediately found Oppenheimer the most interesting member of the project. Wire-service reports of interviews with the noted physicist appeared in newspapers throughout the United States and often remarked
that his family owned a New Mexico ranch. Not surprisingly the New Mexico
newspapers made much of this Oppenheimer connection. When Harrison
contributed his report to the Santa Fe New Mexican from the news tour of
the Trinity Site near Alamogordo on 9 September, Oppenheimer emerged
as the major figure whom the public most understood. Harrison described
him as someone "who looks more like a frail, unassuming rancher than the
top man of the group who introduced the atomic age" and often noted
Oppenheimer's ranching experience. When describing that grass and greasewood were both swept away by the Trinity test blast, Harrison quoted
Oppenheimer's comment that "greasewood is a pretty well constructed
plant," and observed that the physicist had likely tried to remove similar
bushes from his Pecos River ranch. 58
New Mexico media also discussed another local personality in some detail. Navy captain William Parsons, an ordnance expert who had the unen-
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viable assignment of arming the Hiroshima bomb in flight, had grown up in
Fort Sumner, where his father was an attorney. New Mexico newspapers
published several articles discussing Parsons and his role in the project,
stressing his native-son status in all cases. His family had arrived in Fort
Sumner from Chicago in 1909. Parsons attended schools in Fort Sumner
and Santa Rosa until 1918, when he gained an appointment to the United
States Naval Academy in Annapolis, Maryland. He had lived in Los Alamos
with his wife and two daughters since June 1943, a local link reinforced by
the fact that his sister and her husband lived in Albuquerque. 59
Although the atomic bomb and the facilities that produced it were intriguing, local media seem to have been equally impressed with the existence of a hitherto unknown community in their midst. 60 In Santa Fe, the
revelation of Los Alamos carried as much weight as the eventual announcement of the surrender. "Now They Can Be Told Aloud," blared one headline, "Those Stoories [sic] of'The Hill."'61 Among the many intriguing aspects
of this new community was the housing situation, which presented a varied
experience according to the Santa Fe New Mexican. In an illustrated article
written nearly two months after the revelation of the community, however,
readers learned that housing at Los Alamos was essentially unremarkable.
"Family wash flies from clothes lines, tots play in home-made pens, and
wives struggle with window-box gardens as in any community," the article
reported. Although thin walls and heating problems plagued many of the
apartments that made up the majority of Los Alamos residences, the interiors appeared quite comfortable. Single workers lived in large dormitories,
which also struck the author as anything but unusual. "[A]fter-work scenes
in the rooms and parlors are like those that would be found in a college
town," the newspaper noted. A handful of single-family dwellings had been
constructed during the past few months, but the "snootiest dwellings" remained those few houses that had been homes for the faculty at the Los
Alamos Ranch School. These were occupied by the leaders of the project,
such as Oppenheimer, Parsons, and the military commander of the post,
Col. Gerald R. Tyler. 62
Education was also important to the residents of Los Alamos, where the
school board was appointed by laboratory director Oppenheimer and post
commander Tyler. As the Santa Fe New Mexican reported, the board oversaw
an accredited high school and elementary school, as well as "a nursery school
for younger children, to permit wives to work on the project." By the end of
September, the system claimed three hundred children in the elementary
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LOS ALAMOS RANCH SCHOOL STUDENTS ON AN OUTING BEFORE THE
ARMY TAKEOVER

(Photograph courtesy New Mexico Historical Review Photo Archives)

LOS ALAMOS

Life at Los Alamos, a city without paved roads, had its difficulties.

(Photograph courtesy Los Alamos National Laboratory)
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grades and seventy-five in the high school. Superintendent of schools Paul
W. Masters, formerly director of visual education at the University of New
Mexico, admitted that these facilities were "not exactly progressive schools,"
but he hoped that Los Alamos students were somewhat ahead when they
transferred to other learning institutions. 63
Local readers also learned about the recreational scene in the recently
revealed city. The Santa Fe New Mexican included several items about this
topic in its initial coverage of Los Alamos, pointing out that residents of the
hill had built a nine-hole golf course and could enjoy seasonal sports such
as baseball, tennis, skating, and skiing. Two theaters and a small local radio
station also provided entertainment as did various theatrical, singing, and
dancing groups. Later, the extent of cultural offerings was further stressed
when the newspaper provided a brief article about the radio station that
included a photograph of noted physicist Otto R. Frisch playing the piano
for a broadcast. "Like Frisch," the reporter observed, "many of the scientists
are accomplished musicians, and are frequently heard over the radio."64
Local residents played an important role in the operation of Los Alamos,
as noted by the Santa Fe New Mexican. As part of an extensive article on the
facility that followed the first news tour of Los Alamos, the newspaper included a photograph of Cleto Tafoya, recent governor of Santa Clara Pueblo,
serving soup at the East Cafeteria in Los Alamos. The article accompanying
this photograph pointed out that his wife and daughter also worked at the
laboratory, as did many residents of nearby pueblos. "There are hundreds of
Indians and Spanish American workers on the project," the reporter noted,
"recruited from all northern New Mexico." The demographic characteristics of northern New Mexi<;:o were, at least to some degree, reflected in the
rarefied atmosphere of Los Alamos. 65

The Implications
Americans' responses to the atomic bomb were diverse to be sure, but an
underlying apprehension about the new weapon was nonetheless a common theme. Even without precise knowledge of the physics involved in the
new technology, Americans quickly recognized that they had entered a new
world. They reacted, as historian Michael John Yavenditti noted a quarter
century later, "with varying intensities of awe, fear, satisfaction, hope, and
bewilderment," a response that continued for many years. Historian Paul S.
Boyer has stated that even after the announcement of Japan's surrender in
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mid-August "the underlying mood remained sober and apprehensive," at
least in part because of the conceptual discontinuity represented by the new
weapon. The months following Hiroshima, he observed, "were a time of
cultural crisis when the American people confronted a new and threatening reality of almost unfathomable proportions."66
American media both reflected and reinforced the public's apprehensive
response to the atomic bomb. During his evening broadcast of 6 August,
NBC news commentator H. V. Kaltenborn raised an early alarm. "For all
we know, we have created a Frankenstein!" he told his already reeling audience. "We must assume," he continued, "that with the passage of only a
little time, an improved form of the new weapon we use today can be turned
against us." The St. Louis Post Dispatch echoed such fears of the future,
editorializing the day after the Hiroshima announcement that science may
well have "signed the mammalian world's death warrant ... and deeded an
earth in ruins to the ants."67 Although the media also discussed positive aspects of the atomic bomb, such as an early cessation of hostilities in the
Pacific, potential peaceful uses of atomic energy, and the impressive scientific expertise shown by the personnel of the Manhattan Project, the immediate response to the revelation of the new weapon remained guarded and
ambiguous.

MEMBERS OF THE SPECIAL ENGINEERING DETACHMENT (SED) BEING
INSPECTED AT LOS ALAMOS

(Photograph courtesy Los Alamos National Laboratory)
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While focusing on specific aspects of Los Alamos, New Mexico newspapers also recognized that the atomic bomb project had broader local and
global consequences of special interest to the editors, who often contributed thought-provoking comments on a wide variety of issues. The immediate military implications of the new weapons were, of course, an early
concern. The bomb's ability to shorten the war was obvious to all. As postHiroshima peace negotiations proceeded unexpectedly slowly, Santa Fe New
Mexican editor Frank C. Rand embraced a particularly harsh attitude toward the Japanese. In "Maybe Bigger Bombs" (13 August), his first editorial
concerning the atomic bomb, Rand focused on the cruel treatment of prisoners of war by the Japanese and argued that young Germans and Japanese
had been raised to respect only the medium of force in the world. Although
it might risk prolonging the war, "perhaps the best way of achieving a goal
oflasting peace would be to administer an object lesson, never to be forgotten." "It is possible," he continued, "that a few more atomic bombs dropped
on military concentrations throughout Honshu would bring permanent results in Asia, and even make the rising generation of Germans think twice."
The following day, Rand expressed puzzlement concerning the tardiness of
the Japanese acceptance of the surrender terms. "A few more doses of broken atoms may serve to speed their thinking. Our game of nerves," he suggested, "carries more weight than theirs."68
The destructive power of the bomb, however, also raised the seemingly
contradictory prospect of a more workable peace. Editor H. P. Pickrell of the
Albuquerque Journal told his readers on 7 August that the new weapon should
certainly convince Japan to surrender, but that the power of the bomb "is
another reason why the world must have permanent peace."69 Local media
were also concerned with practical considerations relating to the atomic bomb.
Of great interest and obvious importance was the postwar future of the laboratory and its impact on the region. Laboratory efforts certainly showed no
signs of decreasing, as announced by the Santa Fe New Mexican in a frontpage article on l.4 August, "'Work as Usual' at Los Alamos."70
Uncertainties nonetheless remained. When General Groves met with
Governor Dempsey on 18 September to thank New Mexico for its assistance, Groves responded to questions from a Santa Fe New Mexican reporter concerning the future of Los Alamos. Stressing that Congress would
have to make the final decision, Groves observed that there were both advantages and disadvantages to the laboratory's current location. Factors that
had made the site ideal for secret work during the war, he observed, might
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ROBERT OPPENHEIMER

AND GEN. LESLIE GROVES
STAND AT WHAT WAS LEFT
OF THE TOWER AT GROUND

1945
(Photograph courtesy Los
Alamos National
Laboratory)
ZERO IN SEPTEMBER

MARIA MARTINEZ, THE FAMED POTTER OF SAN ILDEFONSO PUEBLO,
CHATTING WITH FAMED PHYSICIST ENRICO FERMI

(Photograph courtesy Los Alamos National Laboratory)
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LOS ALAMOS AFTER THE WAR

At war's end, Los Alamos had grown far beyond the intimate campus
setting originally conceived by Oppenheimer. (Photograph courtesy
Los Alamos Historical Museum Photo Archives)

work against its continued use. The isolation of the Pajarito Plateau would
complicate matters considerably.71
A unique, potential benefit of the atomic-bomb project became apparent in New Mexico during the late summer. In mid-August, the Alamogordo
Chamber ofCommerce announced that it would petition the National Park
Service to create a national monument at the site of the first atomic explosion on 16 July 1945, a plan that attracted much interest in the state.72 On 11
September, two days after Sect. Int. Harold L. Ickes reserved suitable land
for a national monument, the Albuquerque Journal contributed an editorial
applauding the decision and supporting the creation of the "Atomic Bomb
Monument," which would be a "landmark for commemoration of the great
historic and scientific event, the biggest development in a scientific way to
come out of the war." The tourism aspect was also acknowledged. The site's
proximity to White Sands National Monument would provide "a dual attraction for visitors from other states as well as our own citizens."7)
The Trinity Site soon assumed unexpected significance. On 13 September, the New York Times editorially proposed that the controversy over the
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aftereffects of the atomic bomb-Japanese media claimed that lingering
radiation continued to kill Hiroshima residents several days after the blastcould be examined experimentally. Although radiologists claimed that they
could predict physiological effects, the New York Times suggested, "it might
be well to explode another bomb in New Mexico, make the necessary measurements, even note what happens to the blood cells of the animals, and
thus allay any lingering doubts."74 The Albuquerque Journal found this suggestion disturbing. Practical considerations weighed more heavily on the
writer of the "In New Mexico" column, who was not convinced that such a
test was necessary. Another test would raise serious security questions, as an
announcement of such an event would attract numerous sightseers and require that the area "be closely guarded to keep people away." If such a test
were scheduled, the writer hoped that a different location would be used to
maintain the historical value of Trinity Site. 75
Nothing more was said about such a test, and in a few days the Albuquerque Journal editor resumed his campaign to "boost" the Trinity monument.

GENERAL GROVES PRESENTING THE ARMY-NAVY "E" AWARD FOR
EXCELLENCE TO OPPENHEIMER AND ROBERT G. SPROUL, PRESIDENT OF
THE UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA

(Photograph courtesy Los Alamos National Laboratory)
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NORRIS BRADBURY AND THE TRINITY BOMB

Bradbury would take over as director at Los Alamos in 1945.

(Photograph courtesy Los Alamos National Laboratory)

AERIAL VIEW OF
GROUND ZERO
TWENTY-EIGHT
HOURS AFTER THE
TRINITY TEST

The dark area
shows the trinitite,
an element created
by the explosion.

(Photograph
cou rtesy Los
Alamos National
La bora tory)
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SCIENTISTS GATHERED IN LOS ALAMOS FOR A LECTURE ON THE

1945
(Photograph courtesy Los Alamos National Laboratory)

HYDROGEN BOMB IN

Noting that vegetation would soon cover the area around the bomb crater,
he suggested that a model of the site be built and as much of the area surrounding the crater as possible be preserved. Only through such protection
would "the area retain any of the novelty it presented to the eyes of science
last July 16." Carefully preserved and enhanced by the construction of better roads in the area, Trinity Site would become a valuable tourist destination that would add to the reputation of New Mexico and its economic
well-being. 76 The Trinity Site never became a national monument, as the
area soon became part of the White Sands Missile Range and was largely
restricted from public view. 77 Still, the state would forever remain linked to
the origin of atomic America. As an Albuquerque Tribune headline phrased
it, "Man's Entry into the Atomic Age was born in N.M. Explosion."78

Conclusion
The early August 1945 announcements from President Truman stunned the
citizens of New Mexico. With the news of peace came the hope that the
men of the 200th Coast Artillery would finally be returning home. Suddenly, the endless trucks that had passed through Santa Fe on their way to
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Los Alamos and the mysterious explosion at Trinity Site seemed to make
sense. These two events lay at the heart of New Mexicans' variegated response to Truman's statements; they supplied the key to comprehending
the specific mixture of revenge, passion, bewilderment, and anxiety that
characterized the state's reaction. As the Lordsburg Liberal had noted, the
initial reaction to the news approached pandemonium.
Over time the joy of the victory celebration slowly faded into memory.
The day of prayer and remembrance similarly passed, although family memories of lost loved ones, of course, would never fade. The issue of comprehending the role of Los Alamos as the nation's premier national scientific
weapons laboratory and the potential significance of atomic weapons in
world affairs remained. In fact these questions are as vital in the twenty-first
century as when the secrets were first disclosed to the state over sixty years
ago. And here, perhaps, lies the ultimate New Mexico response to the end
of the Second World War.
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